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Good day for governments of countries, the Republic of South Korea, Rwanda, Argentina,
Australia, Chad, Chile, Lithuania, Nigeria and the Kingdom of Jordan, Luxembourg, the
country non-permanent members of the Security Council of the United Nations in 2014

Hello, my name is Peter Gottwald. I come from the Czech Republic and today I am a political prisoner in Europe. Today, I'll very much for your

willingness  to  check  my request  and  thank  you  for  your  efforts  to  create  a  stronger  safety,  peace,  eliminate  terrorism and  promote  equity.

It is a certainty that I do highly appreciate your efforts and cooperation, so I will thank you a strong and hope that our cooperation will be based on

justice and common agreement by all of the right direction.

My requirement applies to appeals for support in an effort to prove the value of the illegal terrorist movement that works by several European

countries, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Austria, Hungary,  Romania, Bulgaria, Italy, France, Portugal, the German Federal Republic and the Swiss

Federal Republic, the Kingdom of Spain , the Netherlands and Belgium, the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, may be Republic of Slovania and Turkey,

may be more government’s.

My subsequent request is jointly ensure security, justice and the function of the current law and the Declaration of International Law. In relativity the

situation to permit the national law of your nation and the court the government of each country of the UN and the country with legal rights by the

Government, because this is international-national situation.

Explanation of the situation is based on information from real proofs which are confirmed by several million European citizens, many persons of

European policy, European governments relatedness countries, European Union, Council of Europe, such as confirmed before NATO / OTAN.

Today they are terrorist political groups who quietly support for global terrorism, abusing political power for covering National and International

crime and eliminating the threat from other governments of the country's who are trying to ensure order and safety. Involves a terrorist political

groups  quietly worked  on  sistematicaly create  the largest  genocide  in  human history.  Today it  is  number  215  million  dead  children  in  basic

calculations.

In the current situation of reference as the illegal  attempt  to Oppression trade and international cooperation,  blocking my people for  political

presentation and communication  for  obtaining political  right  in  the direction  of  lawful  direction  by all  political  laws  and direction,  blocking

economic activity and robbing my people of several tens Quadriliard Euro on a stable GDP below 10 million people, many, other property and legal

possesion's, the right and values. The situation of robbing the same time it is probably about 170 governments of countries on the planet, they are

robbed of the value of several trillion Euros every day and it could be again until several Quadriliard Euro GDP in the direction of stability for the

population of 10 million people. Many important step in the direction of the development of civilization, society, political groups and projects,

directions for international political and trade cooperation or political unification of territorial right, it is too early to establish a new political group

that is created for the use of several of my proposal for technology that will allow travel on Another planet at speeds of several light-years per hour,

the expansion of human and Multi civilizations throughout the universe, while creating significant capacity for political cooperation. Much more.

To express values and other values attributed to the value goes in the direction of efforts for development and create planned projects that are more

important than the project of the United Nations Millennium.

The current problem of European crime is therefore hiding terrorism against my person, Me and whilst maybe 170 governments of countries around

the world.

It is the oppression information and facts. Oppression rights and the right to political communication.

Governments of countries of the European continent together robbing the entire world of significant value. It is the values that are realistic level and

stronger than the current value of your country. It is on my offer for our business cooperation and common development, many possibilities for the

development and use of advanced options. It is a certainty, every country on this planet could use my quotes for example, which is a first step to

increase economic gross domestic product by at least 100%. Subsequent terms of other projects which again in most countries, GDP will increase by

several other hundred percent. The total value stolen from every country on the planet, is at least a trillion Euros, and much more. If any of your

government wanted to collaborate on a project,, ONE WORLD '', then the value may be lost in a few Quadriliard's Euros realistic and verification

form.

At the same time, it is an alienated high values and new possibilities for mankind. My plans are extensive in many ways, I have many major global

projects, which are one of the biggest step in the history of mankind. My Fair value for humanity is more important than any high value of the entire

European continent. In per every 10 million people on planet Earth, I'm a miliard times more important than the European Union, is minimal. Today,

my projects are to unite humanity, create a powerful army, finance debts armies are in the values of several trillion euros for each country. At the

same time, my support for the removal of terrorism and the danger that today could be Africa and Asia or other countries safe and free from

terrorism. My modern technology can create a strong security throughout the world. My project for the Universe of colonization and the spread of

human civilization's, I am able to create technology that can utilize the speed of many light-years per hour. We humans are now able to use the new



civilization's, at least several hundred new civilization for hundreds of other planets in the universe, any one cosmic civilization that is highly

valuable, more valuable than the Earth. I already have too right a planet or planetary sistem. Every government on the planet Earth has all the rights

for cooperation and establish their own Areal form of civilization's on another planet. Europe robs us of the values that are actually higher than

quadrillions euros! This is a much higher value, I have many other projects. Projects for the development of new and advanced civilization's, strong

advances in science and research. This is a new and significant opportunities for all humanity. I can quickly deliver value in the form of a new

civilization and society, advanced steps and significantly sistem. Immortality, poverty alleviation or other civilization of the problem is that many.

Today, however, there is a strong problem. Europe and the governments of countries Other European political movement is trying to block my

freedom, my projects stop and steal my value and plans for development around the world.

I am against the imprisonment of derision, as the European political prisoner who is diss-manipulated the help of hypnosis, trapped in European

national reality show that is based on perversion, robbed of Human Rights, blocking roads, blocking freedom, abused for fraud, human trafficking,

slavery vomiting child rape, torture and tyranny,  murder by torture, even today one murder in the value of 215 million children aged 5 years.

Europe killed those children so as to encourage European national reality show that is based on the crime's. Those persons who have this reality show

and the political situation created and support, hiding in front of other governments in the world, they all are the greatest and cold-blooded mass

murderers in history, murderers who have already killed 215 million children so that they robbed your government's countries and peoples , robbed

of the biggest step in the history of mankind, and since the formation of the planet Earth. Euro reality show that is based on political fraud and

robbing the minimum value of trillions of euros every day from many countries around the world, a reality show that is based on the abuse of

political power in Europe or the United Nations, UNSC. Today these, the creation threats in the direction of a new world war, danger of most of

humanity,  support  genocide,  illegal  abuse  and  creating  false  political  situation,  fraud  in  the  direction  of  international  politics,  blocking  and

manipulation in the media today for criminal acts that can really condemn as those the worst acts in human history, it does constitute condemn these

European action as the worst act against humanity! Penalties for example in terms of thirty years in prison in the worst criminal gangs and then

punished the electric chair. These are realistic and proportionate values, values that are based on justice. Justice that each of you will confirm the

word that there is no problem in this situation example start a global military attack on the entire European terrorist alliance and immediately destroy

anyone who cooperates, because they are terrorists against humanity. Persons who can not compare a people, a person who, when we will not be able

to remove and destroy them by law and by the possibility that they created against us, for it then they destroy us, officialy with steps to today.

Therefore, it is a necessity to band together and create a secure, remove this threat and danger. Today there is even a strong suspicion that is

confirmed as a threat. Europe may abuse a special technology for global destruction. These are technologies that have the possibility to influence

physical events in space. Technology which probably destroyed the Japanese Fukushima in 2011, Russian proton shuttle-X in 2013, India submarine

in 2013, an earthquake in the vicinity of the island Sardinia in 2012, volcanic eruptions in Japan in 2014, flooding on the island of Sardinia in 2013

and many more . I already have verification of these technologies exist and are a threat to the entire world. Technologies which have the option to

create a powerful disaster's, plane crashes, explosions, weapons and more. Technologies which are now officially abusing the largest and cold-

blooded mass murderers in human history, people who have already killed over 215 million children and they are trying fulcrum against the whole

world, to create a new world war and destroy every enemy.

The whole situation has a head start in my childhood, according to my information isolated man. When I was a small child, I had real plans for the

use of new kinds of technologies and the expansion of civilization, creating new opportunities for mankind, the spread of human civilization into a

large value throughout the universe, to create the most powerful army on the planet Earth and all humanity overtake most of the values of the United

Nations, create world peace, and many other projects, so I wanted to get my territory and create a royal tytul, according to the law and rules

JUSTICE. My plan was to simultaneously connect all governments in the country on planet Earth, my effort was to create a One World. A world that

will be bassed on the Federation of political communication and unification of all nations on planet Earth. Steps which are realistic, have the full

value action that goes today to mark as the biggest step of mankind since the creation of the planet Earth. These are the steps that have already

realistically be able to unite many countries on the planet Earth.

Currently my childhood, I'm was illegal abuse as a subject for scientific experiments on humans. Me and my Mother. My Father maybe. Thus was

created the situation, I'm was blocked. People in the public surroundings quickly understood my plans and efforts. Therefore, confirmation of the

Government of the Czech Republic I started owe each value that destroyed. In 1999, it is theoretically value which is strongly higher than the value

of the European continent. Therefore, I am a political prisoner to today, from my childhood, my mother was killed in the hospital, tortured to death.

Value of my project is not yet full-fledged, only some projects, not everyone, I have today oly justice and organizing rights.. It is the certainty of

Europe owes me values that are rapidly more and with all justice more important than the value of planet Earth, rapidly more and with all justice.

Secondly, this is another project that must obtain confirmation in the form of the political right, then the establishment of a judicial sistem based on

justice. For me it is necessary to obtain political rights which I have for the past 16 year, never could get because I blocked due to these projects,

projects for  which I  am blocked.  According to  law and justice,  I  can take advantage of the situation and obtain political  rights  if  I  do I  get

confirmation from any government on the planet Earth. Confirmed which show that the country's government released political rights on some of my



political project for the establishment of sovereignty or to confirm that the government of the country would be interested in cooperation on the

project,, One World ''. The project which leads to unify the territory and founded joint sovereignty, common political step that will increase the value

of our country on several Quadriliard euro minimal.

Then the governments of countries are free to use their own political rights and unify the full value of each debt, the present value of the biggest step

in the history of mankind. Likewise, if I get the political confirmed, is justice and reality.

Therefore, today is a special political situation that may affect the future of all mankind. Situation that can create a bankrupt European policy. A

situation where every government  on the planet Earth has the option to require a few trillion,  or quadrillion,  triliard,  quadriliard's euros from

European countries as European countries support illegal blocking and terrorism against me.

Such a situation can create that European governments country loses all political rights in Europe remain high debt who is a survivor on the value of

the territory. Subsequently, the situation will be in the direction of the extinction of European civilization and society. Territory in which sovereignty

can not be loaded because every political entity would be extremly bankrupt due to debts.

At the same time, in Europe remains a squat, anarchy, terrorism and criminality, danger and fraud threats. Civilization is not intended for normal life.

Civilization which the whole world starts exploits as an option for extracting raw materials from the mine and soil, the extraction of trees in the

forest, and any other products, creating industrial zones to promote exports of strategically position or another possibility for abuse of the current

situation. This is the first future in Europe will be coming, a situation that occurs with certainty and without avoidance. Situation that can create

many strong reversal in world politics, the global economy and also in world peace.

Therefore, I have a petition, my proposal may be based on political cooperation and setting up my sovereignty over European territory. I am able to

payment of their debts without any damage to my country and create another or bankruptcy. My directions may improve European territories and

then I can provide more advanced civilization, a civilization that is based on values that are unable to pay any debt worldwide, recovering the debt

and the debt figures would come in one to two year after from time of the founding of my sovereignty to the European territory.

The current situation is based on the fact that I am the person who has the greatest right to the extension of sovereignty in Europe because of the

outstanding principal value is there for me and bassed on my situation and right system of my way. I am a person here who owns the outstanding

value which is much more than a billion times more than the entire debt to other governments of countries throughout the world. Therefore, I

indicate full rights for created sovereignty and decision on the future of European territory.

The second option, my second petition to resolve the current situation is similar. European governments country are now officially a terrorist group

that must lose every right to sovereignty and the political movement in the world, they are the world's biggest terrorists in history mankind, and

therefore must proceed against such persons!

This means that we have together every right to overthrow Europe of sovereignty, rights based on the right of the General Assembly of the United

Nations, the rights can without requiring confirmation from the UNSC, to create a custom resolution against any person or political party. It is right

that we can use the public today, all of us together and JUSTICE for better future of mankind.

Therefore, I first I open my sovereignty in the territory of the European terrorist country and subsequently, by common agreement, we can extend the

political cooperation in the form of the creation of international sovereignty over the territories of European countries. International sovereignty that

is based on democratic cooperation of all countries on the planet Earth, and according to my constitution,, World Diamond of Europe '', co-operation

which will be conducted for settlement of the outstanding values and ensuring a common economy. Cooperation which can elevate the value of your

economy on several quadrillion euro. Quadrillions of euros for each country.

It is a constitution under the name World Diamond of Europe. It is the constitution that gives other governments cooperate country for carrying out

the joint sovereignty in the European territory and to cooperate in developing countries and common values. It is a constitution that creates new

international territory which is based on the new society and civilization, the new step of humanity which is more significant than the United

Nations. Important step which may soon create a strong possibility which outstrip contemporary forms of government management and provide for

each of us a significant advantage. He lifted up the company, technology, civilization, economics worldwide. Soon will secure peace, security and

full justice in the world, without any danger.

In the future, I will require the finish to the constitution of several other laws which relate to the value of political society. Values which are based on

the strength of common policies and capabilities to ensure worldwide safety and order a greater extent than the United Nations Security Council.

Commonly. Therefore, current and new rule is valid, that any person who is trying to defend any and impair the value of its territories or political

stability, then each such person must be punished as global terrorism, for example, like Osama bin Laden who was wanted in the whole world.

It is now also true that many people and people around me for a long time, several years trying to block my ability to sense to publish this project and

create that possibility of international political sovereignty. Therefore, it is a certainty that these people must be really brutally and publicly punished,

ultimately death sentences for world terrorism. Any person who has supported this in any way.

At the same time, a similar form of political groups, I intend to subsequently establish in the territory of free oceans. It is about creating an artificial

atoll in the North and South Atlantic and the Pacific. Atolls which are in international waters,  therefore they become a common international



sovereignty that is designed for interpersonal communication and the development of global policy. It is of atolls which are linked by a special

technology for transport. Transport at speeds of 10,000 kilometers per hour, soon perhaps much greater speed. A ride from the North Pacific to the

South Atlantic through the Indian Awards, it may take only about one hour away, the form of speed like regular bus rides around the city. Total

number Atoll is an atoll in the direction of 6 in of international territories. Each atoll may be established by a minimum of 10 million people, soon it

can be over 30 million people, subsequently around 200 million people in an area under the surface of the ocean surface, a special civilization. Soon

it will be the most advanced civilization on planet Earth.

Political form of international sovereignty which is similar constitution under the name World Diamond of Europe. Equivalent democracy which is

based on the constitution. The main rule is then, political equivalence between each country's government.

If I will be released from prison under the form of a European reality show, then I can certainly use the full rights to develop other international

projects. These include the use of special technology for the colonization of the Universe on a few hundred or thousand light years. Soon it will be a

distance of a few million light years from Earth, a possible new technology in two years. This is a project which is also based in the direction of

international politics is founded to create shared sovereignty for the whole cosmic space mankind. International sovereignty which is based on the

rules of the common constitution with democratic nations. Nations who together unite in order to colonize outer space humanity and create a new

civilization  which  is  based  on  common rules  and  system,  a  single  policy form International  premises  without  closed  borders,  unification  of

civilization.

New option which for us is the value of the biggest step in the history of mankind since the creation of the planet earth. It is a project that is already

old at least since 1999, perhaps to 2005 and beyond. The project that is created on the current debt in the values of several quadrillion least. Debt

which has the right to require each government land on the planet earth.

Therefore, I'm interested in applying for your cooperation and ensure the safety. First off, I want you to ask for the immediate release of my people

from Europe. I am here illegally blocked and it is the most essential reasons for any problems, problems that are a threat to my person, for in many

nations abroad and for all of humanity on planet Earth. If I will be released, we can immediately establish our common international sovereignty, and

together immediately.  International sovereignty in the direction of the European territory,  in the other direction part of the territory of oceanic

international waters, then in the direction of international sovereignty of the territory of the Universe Humanity.

Therefore, it is true, boost his release my people from Europe, it is the best solution, part of the biggest step in the history of mankind, also the one

with the best step for mankind.

Step which for us is highly significant and provide strong advantages and lifted up for all of humanity on planet Earth. It is a justifical punishment

against illegal Europe, standard result of terrorism which is here officially confirmed. Terrorism that has a value in the worst step in the history of

mankind.

At the same time, my application is for issuance of UNGA resolutions, resolutions which has the full right to overthrow the sovereignty of European

countries because they support global terrorism, they must not use no political rights, and we have full justice for the establishment of a new

sovereignty which is based on international democracy under the constitution WD of Europe.

Therefore, it is possible that our cooperation based on full-fledged justice, political rights and legality. Most countries UN has the option to decide on

the sovereignty of the present European governments,  they are terrorism and therefore they must lose sovereign rights, they must be severely

punished.

Then together we will set up a joint sovereignty and we raise our values of world politics, values worldwide.

On the other hand, there is again the second option, if the European territory without political right of sovereignty from the current European

governments of countries, then after of published the UNGA Resolution, after can anyone to demand the right for the establishment of a new

sovereignty.  This means that the other person set the next constitution, and will require political rights for guided sovereignty.  Therefore, it is

possible that due to a right person and my ability to decide on the future of European territories at the same time due to a right person in my

relatedness debt ownership to the area of the European territory, I can Proclaiming and recognizes the other person as a terrorist effort which is

illegal and has no rights because this is to maintain the function of civilization. Similar laws which are based on fairness and justice my people, there

are many other such rights. It is true that a person who will oppose against me, he can be recognized as a criminal offender or terrorist. European

civilization without my person ceases to exist, many other governments in the country to European civilization tear. Therefore, after such an effort

will  be the second person to be designated as a terrorist today that simultaneously supports deeds of Europe, subsequently this person will  be

punished as Europe and we can expand our territory to the territory of the foreign country the direction of supporting such terrorism effort to create a

second constitution. Government of the country or another person who will require the creation of a second constitution must be punished for trying

to block and damage the whole world then has all the rights for requesting damages for blocking and handover of further compensation for the

losses, therefore it is the transmission of the full territory, and any other property. Such a person is of course still loses relatedness to the possibility of

joint enforce the debt of Europe and collaborate in ownership of common values.



Of course, before releasing the resolution to overthrow Europe of sovereignty and establishing a new territory by WD constitution of Europe, it is

necessary to realize the possibilities of the global consequences of such decisions. Today, the reality of Europe creates many false step and finds that

support the emergence of a new world war. Today, Europe is statistically promotes the soon will defend their territory and political rights, because

Europe is trying to manipulate many other characters and other political parties to support its people, european terrorism and future way against

world policy with corruption. It is possible that Europe may be criminal in contact with many other countries around the world. Europe can today,

according to statistics illegal apartment in contact with the US government, the Russian Federation, maybe the Chinese popular Republic or another.

Current political corruption is indeed abounded in large-scale direction, so it is necessary to consider every possibility. European politics can cause

division of world politics into two halves. Therefore again soon, like similarly today, stops working of the United Nations Security Council and

stability of the international law and justice. Therefore, we may have against the situation that Europe needs to create to guarantee the European

victory against the world, a victory which may be based on realistic and brutal genocides against 3/4 of the population on planet Earth or forced into

slavery. Such a threat is not funny or Fiction crazy. This information is based on the policy options for European governments of countries. They are

trying to win in any case. 3/4 exterminate humanity is not a sure path to victory. Second, they are nowadays confirmation murderers 215 million

children. Europe sistematicky murdered those children, so that Europe and supported the National vomiting reality show that is the foundation for

robbing the whole world, all the governments of countries around the world. Another value of this game has. A situation where victory is intended

only for those stronger country's, not weaker political entities that make their movement to create fairness and justice. If you look at many of the

political situation, then you may find that Europe and its Alliance is trying to test the value of international politics. For example, in the form of farce

Russian occupation of Ukraine. It is prepared in advance of events, it is a test for foreign political entities. What's replies to the occupation, what is

the possibility of failure. Look at my quotes, I will offer more value than the Earth. You do not respond to me and I do not match. Europe of you

creates a powerful fool, you're here in worse ridicule than I am, because I am blocked, you're free. Every normal and healthy person tells the same

conclusions situation. For the future of humanity is the best option Vas overthrow. Today, such a possibility and consequences of tests Europe.

Therefore, if you do not intervene today jointly against terrorism, then you will be cast down and your political values are just ridiculous. Remember

that this is a reality! Such is also the value of your Supported by the European terrorism or just the governments of some European countries because

Europe misuses your support so that Europe can by tested strategy from Ukraine, to test its political value that you are creating today in cooperation

with Russia against Ukraine, or future You are created to Europe with Your support to Europe,. Then Europe has no problem to stand against the

whole world and destroy it. You look at the value of your policy and compare it with the value of European policy. Are those people have no value,

they will scoff, they do not have for you and respect. Anyone who has intellect quickly understand that because they thought you were able to

assassinate your nation. Therefore, to ensure they retained their own sovereignty and political value in civilization. Your territory they not need.

Similarly, as the United States against the Republic of Cuba and Europe and its international terrorist Alliance against the world. Such a move would

be worth global catastrophe and division of world politics, many new genocides and the loss of most nations around the world. Step that does not

have a good future and therefore it is better to immediately stop the fullest Europe, and immediately before Europe can gain additional strength

against the world. Under the best option is for each of us to encourage the rapid political process and cooperation with the main bulk of global

politics,  the majority policy that acknowledges the overthrow European policy and to create WD constitution of Europe.  It's  the best  step for

mankind and for our common future. action that stops any threat or disaster and genocide threats in towards the establishment of a new world war

between the two halves of world politics and unnecessary loss that are not valuable! Therefore, it is necessary to realize the reality and seriousness of

this situation. European policy, they are the largest and cold-blooded mass murderers in history, they had killed over 2150.000.000 children aged five

years. therefore is it cooperate against terrorism European. It's better for everyone, for you and for the world, for the future of humanity. Cooperation

against Europe's best and fastest, easiest situation resolved together and each problem. It's the best way that is based on peace and security.

Especially, it is necessary that each of you realized that we are together we have a chance to expand strongly significant values than European

terrorist country. I always offer a more favorable values.

Therefore, please note that it is well and good to remove only a few people who are today the largest and cold-blooded mass murderers in history.

Remove these persons is rapidly more important than helping the division of world politics into two halves.

Today, the current problem is also one of the UN Security Council does not cooperate, they try to block and damage my person. It is true that France

is trying to harm me, constantly. In the direction your country UNSC, there is a demonstrable threat that is based on prioritized personal policies of

these countries than the promotion of justice and the need for cooperation. UNSC today not functional group and misuse his political rights for

robbing other countries. Just like France. If you have the opportunity to be more important than they are, they will then be cut and defend for your

development. They misuses of political rights against you. At the same time, they can abuse political power against the other governments of the

countries and forge political events and violate political rights. If you will possess the possibility to use strategies which will create a significant

country than is the value of the land in the UNSC, then they will be interested to secretly damage your country's government, confirmed as in my

situation, situation of many Arabic, Asean or American and European governments and nations.



For example, my situation. Country UNSC for a long time know that I will soon be more important than what is the value of the UNSC worldwide.

UNSC today is trying to block me, they support the Euro terrorism, some time publicly support against me and blocked me. Therefore, it requires the

participation and remove this threat against humanity, officialy. If it is confirmed to cooperate in the UNSC against my person, then it's a legitimate

complaint because the UNSC is today the greatest threat against humanity, officialy, if we are must live in many to today or future political situation,

can be similar to today, than we are if is not strategy to country’s of UNSC, than we not can agree support from UNSC. According to the strategy,

such threats can create a new world war and murder of more value than what is the half of the population on planet Earth, this is today only one way

to European strategy to win against whole world,  or strategy number two, strategical  false and manipuled with your communication mind or

owerthrow me or your right.

Therefore, it is for us an important part to create a safe and secure movement joint force. Our joint force can be a substitute for corruption and

instability of the world Safety for fraud in the UNSC. We can combine under a form of international security Covenant that is based on common

international army, an army which will soon be worth the most advanced army on the planet Earth. Then, no one will want jeopardize our safety, we

can live in Peace World and with out threaten from governmemnt’s who support genocide and fraud against us. At the same time, it is well that the

General Assembly created Resolution UNGA which will replace the position with the help of a majority number of voters 3/4 Government's, step’s

with Right’s. Regards the creation determined that promote Common, International Sovereignty in Europe. Democratic council which is in the

direction of international affairs are governed by the rules of security and democracy with free freedom in the direction of international affairs.

Political entity in the form of WD Europe who can always replace functionless UNSC in way of the World Policy, Public and equanimity democracy

which is based on of equivalent safety rules and directions for International and Security. Today it is one of the best options for creating world peace

and security.

Today, it is realistically the fight against terrorism, so it is really important, and intelligent to create a common step, a step that is beneficial for all of

us, it is a step that avoids the threat of genocide and carnage of World War.

I am the same step, a major step for freed my people, I am these steps commissioned by the UN Security Council. I am the first commissioned

support from human rights organizations and others against bullies UN commits, commit torture, the High Commissioner for Human Rights, Ms.

Pillay Navamethem, many more person’s and organization’s. I personally visited the UN Centre in Vienna and Geneva, nobody let me communicate

and accept my request. Then I tried to communicate with the UNSC, they are not responding to my texts, and they support the current terrorism in

Europe because I am today not economical or political strategy to country’s of UNSC. It is the terrorism which is in the value scale, realistic the

greatest threat to the world.

I therefore I suspect that the countries in the UN Security tries to stop me for his cooperation with Europe in the direction of a common policy, or

economy of the relationship. That is why I am blocked and robbed of my rights, values, maintaining the street without full potential in touch with

people. Maintained in a situation where I am not sufficiently able to be responsible for themselves. Therefore, I suspect that countries in the UNSC

supports such terrorism and trying to block other countries around the world. Other countries would cooperate with me quickly, for I have not a good

offer. UN therefore blocking me. The United Nations already know my options and quotes, they know that I will for the whole world strongly

significant,  more  significant  than  the  Security  Council  and  the  Organisation  of  the  UN,  so  I  can  not  use  the  normal  stability.

Therefore, I desire to ask if the UNSC will not work according to the law and immediate needs, if the UNSC will be given to block other countries,

in cooperation with me, then we must create the UN General Assembly, the Meeting which decides the release of my person and or to created

common sovereignty over European terrorist territory. It's the best option in this situation which remains. It is a good option for us, for European

nations and civilizations, for the history of mankind. Then follows, we can be useful for example national decisions of your countries. We will unite

under a common version of the judgment and declare JUSTICE resolving which should never overthrow. No one can overthrow, no one therefore has

no rights.

I will also back, please be aware that you are, too often in the same situation. If you can be more important than the UNSC, then you will be blocked

and you start to lose value. Therefore, it is necessary to insure create greater rights for common communication and collaboration, global society

which is governed by an agreement on justice and equivalent throughout the policy.  This is part of my quotes, created by UNGA session and

subsequent joint international territories. It is for our political fuse. Fuse for us can mean much more important than the safety of what you can

ensure the UNSC.

For example,  the UNSC in their inaction against the European terrorismo, it's  terrorism which under the law, international and national rights

internationally full value indeed confirmed terrorism at the same time terrorism by the UN Declaration, UNSC in such a way form of disrespect to

international rules and threats to global politics, and supports UNSC Europe that threaten many other countries in the world, most notably, with the

help of guns which were used in Sardinia during the floods in 2013 then the burst to be Japanese Volcanoes of 2014 or Fukushima in 2011, Ebola

likely to  spread to  Africa.  Today UNSC for  help inactivity  against  terrorism,  the UNSC and supports  the efforts  of  the  Czech Republic  for

communication with the Russian Federation since the government of the Czech Republic must in future be sentenced before about 170 courts around

the world. Therefore, the Czech Government is afraid trying to be catered for a free life. Probably it is the agreement that is based on cooperation



with the Russian Federation, in agreement with a union territories RF and thus an abuse of the Russian Federation which today without any problem

occupies Ukrainian Krimea Island. Therefore, it is again the creation of a global threat to the directions of support of World War from RF against the

world, it is also the possibility of abuse of nuclear weapons and nuclear threats. Therefore, if the UNSC again let such a threat, then is necessary for

us to create a strong lock and immediately stop such terrorism, any brutal way. UNSC today publicly support European terrorism.

For example Ms. Frederika Morgherini, in the past, the Italian Ministri of Foreign. When I was in Italy, and then I could not attend the UN agency

Refuges and nobody me about the existence of such options not informed. Nobody told me I could take advantage of such an option for my freedom,

I am, and they were blocking us every day erase information from my head. At the same time as me, the Government of Italy had the legal aspects of

conscience. Subsequently,  they had me under hypnosis to go to the Netherlands, where I was hypnotized to do to get my heart broke through

attempted murder my people. Due to such an act, I really could die. It was the year 2012, today it means the loss of several Quadriliard euros and

perhaps in the entire world from each country.

Subsequently, Mrs. Frederica Morgerini today is Ministri for foreign contacts and matter in the Council of Europe, Pas to travel again, I will never

offer and will not allow to possess, or any more documentation card's. Diss-Ident. Again, aim to advance the situation, for example, that I am went to

Israel or Gaza. In what is now certain that in my situation, I was death from foreign political party, therefore legal and political independence from

the European politics. At the same time, in terms of planning situation for which she must also know the government of Israel and count with the

awareness of the Council of Europe, and possibly from the interior of illegal operation of the Council of Europe. European policy is trying to create

me a lot of illegal march and destroy me.

Again, European policy is trying to attract your business to the company because they take over my business plan and rights, patents and other

values. It is about the theft of my values so that I could have been more strongly blocked. Today, several trading company rob me, they're trading

company mainly from USA or too from Europe. Therefore, it is really good to publish this situation in the media because then your business the

company refuses to cooperate with Europe. For any cooperation with Europe, European support terrorism, I can come in the future and create the

execution of the entire value of trading company who robbed me of the small cent.

If you do these Publish some information in the world media, then we can provide an additional loss from your country. It is essentially a step in the

efforts to defend and protect your business entrepreneurs and partners.

Des is here for example the situation in Ukraine. Situation which is staged. Russian Federation to conclude an agreement with the Council of Europe

and Ukraine. One is to eliminate the possibility of my compatibility with a person under jmeem Man X which was predicted in the past. It is also an

attempt to put into operation an illegal political run against my person and that consequently it is true that it is a test of the international response to

the occupation of foreign territories while test foreign forces for the defense of his policy. This is a test which Europe will be because of the current

situation need these uses information for the defense of illegal possession of sovereignty in Europe. You can also go for the threats against the world.

If we together hits against Europe, then Russia Federation will be stronger politically and free, so RF can initiate the occupation of other territories.

Therefore, we are together, we can in the form of WD EUrope create a stronger political majority that will remain untouched. Such a situation, the

threats and trying to block our common united with according to law and justice.

Next, Today is a special situation in Iraq. ISIS terrorist movement trying to gain territory in Iraq and Syria. Terrorist groups that are close to the

Turkish border and are becoming a threat to Europe, to other Asian countries and African countries soon. This is a situation where the US launch

urgent aircraft raid against a group of ISIS, aircraft raid without permission from the UNSC. That is a situation that is powerful threat at the same

time the threat is much lower than European terrorism. Europe are familiar with this situation, at the same time that European security policy in such

a situation immediately provide assistance against terrorism. Today, European politics is not trying to fight against terrorism but on the contrary,

keeps its troops in Europe. Europe is trying not to create a situation where the consequence will be to cooperate in value reduces the number of

European armies. This is because European policy now recognizes that the whole world would come soon so that European destroyed in the worst

deeds in the history of mankind. European political parties will be punished according to the highest penalty in the history of mankind, before the

170 governments of the countries in the world, they will be in a worse situation than those of most wanted people around the world. Therefore, the

European political parties are struggling to keep its army and expand their terrorist alliances abroad, cooperation that is based on the fake smile from

Europe, lies and trying to block my person in communication because soon the whole world would find out from your support Europe is bad,

because Europe is a terrorist who must be punished JUSTICE. Europe, according to partial proofs effort to create and maintain a sufficiently strong

military values so that Europe can be successful in World War. Therefore, immediate UNGA meeting together and stopped European terrorism is

really a necessity, an immediate necessity. Stop the threat of World War.

My statement is corroborated also by example, NATO / OTAN, because they are trying to block me, blocking the possibility of joint communications

and other capabilities, requirements and joint actions against terrorism in Europe. Standard services organization NATO. NATO today is based on

cooperation with the US, so if there is a military conflict who is from Europe, USA and possible Russian Federation has long been ready, then there

is a strong World War worldwide. Therefore, it is necessary to immediately together to avert this threat, the best option is to support the bulk decided



against Europe. It is little evidence today at the same time so that a peace agreement with NATO / OTAN are in no functional or based on the desire

to create peace and security. Agreement and their functions are only based on political strategy and, as necessary.

It is also the blocking in the direction of political manipulation abroad among foreign country, handling of European parties and terrorist alliance,

contemporary reasons for division of world politics at on many parties and movement's. Today it can be assured the country who have believed

European governments, trust in lies and treachery that is based at on efforts to gain support for its strategy and so the rest of you in the world, you

may not use the right so that you knew each option and my quotes. You can only know the lie of Europe. Lies that simply goes to stage. My quotes

are convenient for you and strongly supportive. My quotes are only registered for world peace and security, rapid better future of all humanity and

civilization, the values for which the European countries, according to today already proven statistics, Europe would be for these values was able to

kill all of you and your nation. Offers from europe guidance is only to divide the world politics at on many parties and movement's. In my suspicions,

for example in Egypt in 2013, for example overthrow Mr. Mohamed Mursi was created in order to cooperate with Europe, because Europe is

propagated false but good arguments that are from europe staging.  The same situation could happen in Libya in the overthrow and murder of

Muhammad Kadafi, many indications confirms it. It can be a lot of other situations, as in the current year's Thailand. Europe will be every day,

Europe will therefore be to You, Europe could rob and destroy your rights. I swear on their lives, my values are valuable for you. Europe knows my

first values, values which are for me only the first step. These are the values that have already before the 10-years could unite most countries at on

the planet Earth, the path that creates all the governments of the country one nation under one international government on planet Earth, first biggest

step from time of created planet Earth or Babylon, in back time's, what a Got have plan. Therefore, Europe and many other political parties who have

the same goal, created political federation, commonly Union or more common political way, but do not have a value, they are trying to block me, rob

and rob and your country. If you join them, please, you be aware of such possibilities you can take advantage just because they robbed you. It's true

that I am the one you, realy is the biggest step in the history of your country, my values greatly raise the value of your land, politics and nation.

Therefore, I am now in the oppression of Europe, for that I am today for your country probably one of the most significant people in history. My

values therefore really responsible. Europe is now trying merely to destroy your rights and to seek debt. Be aware that they attract you to collaborate

just because they've robbed you, and now they are trying to rip you off again on your right. That is the only reason why Europe is starting to

communicate with you and create special agreements or communications.

Therefore, please be aware realistic strategy for Europe. Europe's trying to lure you to fake, collaboration so that they've robbed you. This is one of

the best options for Europe, the possibility to stop the destruction of their country and the rights of others to decide on Europe as a terrorist who

killed 215 million children. Europe wants you to attract the cooperation against me, Europe therefore used by many other countries. With Europe can

thus cooperate as Russia Federation, United States and other countries, maybe some countries in Africa or Arabia. Europe are you trying to attract the

European side of terrorism, any strategy and false options are active, the main options for you by not sufficiently valuable and it's just losing your

values, values which I offer you and therefore you do on the values you have rights. For Europe it is not of importance, it helps if you're going to

Europe. For Europe, it is important that you have lost your rights and helped sunder the world, create a threat to World War which arises only

because Europe entice you to their side. If you hold out and keep from Europe, then you will support a unity of humankind and the world community

against Europe. Then Europe will fully without the ability to defend themselves. Any attack from europe, we can return it at least a hundred times

with an immediate response. Europe has to give up and resign. Therefore, we Together we can create a step which, during three days, removing any

threat of World War and subsequently will improve the value of world politics, the better the future of humanity and civilization. We Together we

will create international sovereignty over Europe, shared territory between the governments of countries on this planet Earth. We have for the world,

for Europe and for every nation, we are always only good solution is a solution that is much more significant than with Europe and support for

terrorism.

Today, according to the current situation it is know that Europe can not have valuable faced in the direction of trust. Credibility for European policy

is in accordance with the current situation to the worst level of credibility. The situation greatly diminishes the credibility of Europe. Second, this

statement is a media Confirmed For example, through the efforts financially discourage European unit for detecting corruption, organized crime and

political crime. Europe is not investing any funds to groups such as OLAF, because Europe is full of corruption and political fraud against most

countries on the planet Earth, fraud which if betrayed before the public caused overthrow European of sovereignty from the majority of the country

on planet Earth. Thirdly, these scams reaffirms my situation and blocking media. Media should not disclose any information about my person and the

fact the media should not disclose any information about the European political crime. Therefore, it is certain that Europe will want to steal ALL my

developmental and political projects. Projects for which I was imprisoned for 16 year, since my childhood, so that I could really unite the entire

world.  Europe will  want to rob me of many other values and project example,  my international plan to create shared sovereignty in Europe.

Therefore, I will again please be aware that Europe will never offer such possibilities, use European territory as our own. Europe gives you such a

possibility  only because  Europe  has  no  other  chance.  If  Europe  has  today did  not  issue  debt,  Europe  would  never  invited  You and  You're

government's. If your invites Europe for international cooperation, then Europe will in future ask for your overthrow and removing your values from



europe, as soon as you MAJORITY value you lose the right to use my quotes and cooperation. This is the main objective of European policy, the

country that are trying to protest against my person, because they must be punished before all the courts around the world.

Therefore, it is well well respected me and my projects are for us the biggest step in the history of mankind. Europe, Europe is the only person who

robs us of each of these options, for over 15 years. The biggest step in the history of mankind. According to all real values and the fact if I could I

publicly communicate, I will immediately and each can realistically convince of contemporary European politics has compared my value, European

value is the devil against the whole world.

You have the option to decide on your future and pride in your country. Cooperation with me, I am the person who have JUSTICE supports and gives

you significant value. On the other hand, Europe is the person who shall establish cooperation with you just to rob you, because the world will is

long been brutally rob from Europe!

Therefore, the need to we realized our independence and strength. We together have a strong group that can create strong progress against the

European endangered. We together can we ensure the stability and common security, better future for mankind without any threaten! Indeed, the

better  future  of  mankind  without  any  danger,  according  to  my  every  plan  and  project  which  I  now  offer  together  for  you.

Euro value is coruption on corruption, betrayal, genocide and torture, rape children for national reality show. According to the statistics and the real

value of today's Europe is a place name that goes like ,,The Devil Hell''. Nobel Peace Prize in year 2012, for kill 200.000.000 child's with age of 5

year's, this is strong minimum.

Today, there is a subsequent problem, maybe in the direction predictions from Nostradamus. Nostradamus is a person who was born before 500 years

back, from today. The person who wrote several text which symbolically predict many events that are real. Events that are strong like the reality that

is occurring today. This is a prediction that predict a new world war, the arrival of several anti-Cristus genocide in value wiped out one-third of

humanity, genocide, extermination of Europe worth about 50% of the population. A new war in those years, there is also theoretically mention of my

person and my death next year that can be expressed metaphorically or real. At the same time there is mention of technology and weapons that can

control weather and natural causes or physical space around us. Technologies that are now realistically existential and their existence is often

confirmed.

Frequently reality is that Europe tries to lie to me about such statements or to stage and inscenet some bad predictions in my life. It is possible that

Europe has been partially tried to mark me as anti-cristus and also gave me such a direction to guide without me could really be aware of the reality

and context. Europe did not mind that Europe has a strong opportunity to create in the future a strong new World War which can wipe out a strong

level of humanity. Today is the time when Europe has a choice of use of a single strategy for victory, it is probably wipe out 3/4 of humanity on

planet Earth or enslave humanity. That is why Europe does not waste time and try to mark me any bad value, immediately turn the entire world.

According to my information, information which is based on another testimony from another person who is born again about 300 years back,

probably, today it is about the year in 2012, I myself was to overthrow the Government of the French Republic, upset that I had to be like a person,

called a Man-X, the man who according to predictions correspond to the same value of my childhood and current political values today which are

legally and JUSTICE able to prove such a move in direction of the overthrow of the French Republic. Therefore, governments of European countries

and especially the Czech Republic, they had me trying to manipulate my childhood, and at the same time they support terrorism. For another, around

2015, according to Nostradamus's predictions to determine the situations in which Europe could be wiped out half of Europe's population. Today it is

truly a reality, according to the possibilities for the future, Europe is the biggest terrorism in the history of mankind, the biggest terrorism today,

which is not the worst deeds mark. Terrorism, which is based on the desire to mere attribute of personal victory and remain for any value. Europe

will betray you immediately, at any opportunity. Europe had committed many evil deeds and deceit, Europe today is cheating every country on the

planet Earth. Europe today creates political pressure which can be divided world politics on many parties, so it is a necessity, according to the rules

of justice and rotated against European terrorism. The whole world has the right to fight terrorism and defend it, according to the World values, these

are the steps to better humanity and a common future. Therefore, it is best to fully together to agree on a common and immediate resolve continuing

the situation, it is best to create a common global decisions and stop this threat. Issued by the UN General Assembly is the best option. It is a path

which forms a strong alliance that is stronger than European values. our alliance is strong and in Europe alone have opposing interests. It's a good

way for a lot of other ways. For example, my information for 2030 are based on the risk of arrival of a person under the name of anti-Cristus who

abuse inspiration from a letter's from a young boy with ideology, in year around 2008, then created a new world war and strongly genocide, genocide

which will eradicate a strong part of humanity, genocide and that stops in Egypt in years of 2030. Letter's of Young Boy, this is similar to my

situation and person, too. It is forecast that goes probably stop immediately, because totaling a European problem for risk of such a situation. this

situation, according to the current situation can occur when Europe gave me the block, because my right exploits any other country on the planet

Earth, which goes right used, for example, and in ten, fifty or over a hundred years in the future. Such a right is existential, because Europe is carried

out persecution against the whole world and performs threat to the mankind today. Therefore, in the future, and some of the 170 countries throughout

the world, one of them will strengthen its brand value and the government of the country will be able to oppose against the European terrorism, then

anyone can provoke strong genocide, the genocide who, because of the situation can exterminate the thick part of the population of humanity at the



same time due to the current situation today it will be genocide which is better for the future of humanity and improvement values around the world.

It is true, if Europe will give me more blocking and I not go out from me Blocking-Prison, then any country's government has every right to exercise

such rights as also that no country on the planet Earth does not have enough value so that decided against such justice. No court has no right to

decide against me and my legal situation, therefore, is the best way to connect, to understand my offer and use it. It is a powerful Menus, Coopered to

commonly stop this many threatens and future genocid's. Commonly give stop at Now, in this times, with created WD of Europe and coopered for

better future, it is one of the biggest steps of mankind. Subsequently, the second option arrival of such a threat is similar, if anyone overthrows my

person from the position according to the constitution and my value's, then in the future, could any government dismiss the country and overthrow

the government of the country which overthrew my person and to support betrayal. It is the values that apply to such deed are sufficiently valuable

and consequences mentioned are real, it could be again a new world war. Therefore, every government that in any way support terrorism, this

government must be marked sanction and has no right to use any relatedness to the whole situation, enter finance or common share, collaborate on

the project. Anyone who will try to create some danger, he must be strong and immediately punished.

The situation in the direction of future genocides situation can support the government of the country which today exploits a special technology for

handling the physical space around us, animals, weather, physical space, to be open space and manipuled with this. This is special technologys who

predict Nostradamus 500years back. It is a technology that can be misused for threatening, blocked political movements and foreign economic,

developing or political rights and justice, common comunication. It is a technology that has the ability to create a burst of nuclear power, the crash

and the disappearance of the aircraft, train collisions, explosions, nuclear submarines and many more. It's true that some explosions of nuclear power

stations have many indicia of my person, Fukushima and Chernobyl. The submarine Kursk me again many indications which are compared to my

person, evidence in the form of mathematics as a symbol. Also some of the accident aircraft and shuttles are similar to my situation, a situation that is

creates from European governmemnt's.

These are technologies that are likely to abuse the Europe, the governments of European countries as well as possible in cooperation with other

governments in the world, the governments of countries like the USA, perhaps, for example, or Russian Federation, Republic of China, more. Being

this technology I confirmed in many cases, sometimes weird movements beasts who are predicting. For example, the game several times led my

person  at  some  point,  someone  I've  seen  strange  incidents  at  the  weather  and  the  artificial  creation  of  smaller  thunderstorms  or  rain  and

thunderstorms. Probably in foreign countries it was an earthquake, Iran, Czech Republic, Japan. I have confirmed the existence of such technology

from direct contact with the process several times and hint in social incidents.

Certainty is that these technologies must fully disclose and everyone who is the owner of such technologies, he must ensure cooperation with other

governments of countries and promote world peace and stability, legal operation and justice. These weapons must not be abused against humanity

and justice, so as abuse today against humanity and justice, fraud and crime. Therefore, it is my opinion again immediately and in full force to

support a judgment of UNGA for Europe and to create a common international sovereignty by my constitution that is based on justice and the

situation  of  my  people  in  the  whole  situation,  constitution  who  is  bassed  on  my  major  right  from  situation  today  and  my  own  right.

Subsequently,  we  can jointly undertake  this  technology,  technology who is  abused from Europe and use it  together  for  world  safety and the

elimination of any terrorism, violence, fraud, threats of genocide and other areas. Common cooperation for International sovereighnity in Europe, It

is a fully joint activities which will be based on the equanimity Democracy head of government land in joint session, while the rules for common

security, order and peace in the world, justice for everyone. New strong values for economy and developing.

We can then provide for the common defense and protection from threat and danger, danger that creates Europe against us, the dangers which might

grow into a strong genocide and removal of each value from your country's government.

At the same time, this technology can exist in many other countries of the world such as USA, Russia, China, the Brazilian Federation, and other

developed countries or countries in the European Communication and political alliances. I do not know and I do not have any evidence that this

country full value of its own such technology, I not have and not know evidence of exactly these countries are abusing these technologies, I not have

evidence for  criminality because I'm not fully in contact with the governments of countries and European governments blocked me and diss-

manipuled me every day against this. For future too, with this letter.

Therefore, my opinion is that it must be raised by international decisions on the disclosure of the existence of technology, and then we all together

create one partition that will be paid for jointly determining the next operation and removal of threats of violence, genocide, reversal of world politics

or political fraud. We together we can create a stronger foothold for the whole world and all of humanity move to the higher direction and values.

It's much easier and safer solution, it is necessary to create international decisions which will support our global political and security stability.

Create my proposal for establishment of a joint sovereignty in European countries, according to justice, political and security or safety rights, while

it's a good direction for our victory and obtaining the technology which is a threat to us at the same time technology that is abused against us. It is

perhaps to exploit in the direction of movement in physical space, influencing the situation by, for example election results or events, it is for

example the possibility to influence and to travel in time space. For example, several people allegedly from the US or the Russian Federation, may be

can more people from other countrys, came to visit me in my childhood, and through hypnotized my person, therefore they publicly communicate



with the environment and people in my zone, because this have function my situation in hypnosyz. Today is therefore likely to witness, maybe a few

thousand people, and much more. Today can be Hunred Thousand's person's in Europe.

Regarding the suspicion in the direction of other countries in the world, it is true that the suspicion I have against certain countries. My suspicion is

for example in the direction of the US because the US now supports European policy and too the Euro terrorism. Therefore, the USA secretly

abusing this technology and performs strongly threats. It is true that the US today could be the target for the creation of a new World War, the threat

based on current policy actions of US policy and cooperation with Europe, because cooperation with Europe is at the same risk from around the

world. It is true that the US I probably made a number of threats, media format. I'm not sure it's likely. The person who had me identify, USA shut to

prison the man who eventually in the media, declaring that he can have his genitals cut and then will be in jail for twenty years, he will change the

clothes as a woman. If such threats against me, I certainly support the brutal death penalty for anyone who threats this endorsement. For example, the

US issued another report which metaphorically offers cooperation or announcing a plan in the form of metaphors. This is a message that is based on

declared dead person the man who stood in the election. Dead Man won the election and seven days after death. The text of this document, the media

had a number of factors that pointed to my person. Therefore, in my opinion, necessarily, in each case after the foundation of Europe WD ensure

joint control of terrorism. After checking will clarify all information. If terrorism demonstrate, must be granted sanction will not be punished until

everyone who supported the terrorism. Together we can create many strategies as strong and distinctive replace dependence on anyone who tries a

terrorist threaten us and against us he is abusing political power.

It is certain that we must created our international cooperation which will in many ways stronger and more significant, more significant than the

governments of countries in which our today's official want to destroy. WD of Europe can be strongly important and better. If we continuously, we

can in the near future uses special computer programs that can process global data and information, special mathematics line's from a mathematical

rhythm of our human reality. It's math and super computers which can predict the running time window around us. We can read information about

each event in the past, at present and in the future. It is a computer which can predict the abuse of any technology for manipuled with time and

fyzical prostor against our country and government. Computers which exactly preload person who will try to rob us, destroy and abuse against our

government any secret technology. Computers which tells us every step in the direction of changing the time space, in the past hundreds of years

back, at present and until a long future across several hundreds of years into the future, soon every event from around the world, events in the value

of the normal emotions of the individual to today and to the great deeds and international acts.

Together we may meet in WD of Diamond and shared use this mathematical computer for calculed space and time, so for us to ensure global

security, peace and cooperation. It's true that we together can we create a world where there is no crime, political deception, war and genocide, abuse

and much more. We together so we can create a world where existential only good option and many possibilities for cooperation in the direction of

human development. We gain territory by European governments country and these political groups will be marked as a world terrorists who operate

globally danger. We, therefore, we have all the rights to use this situation. We can get these technologies to manipulate time and space of the physical

reality around us. Technology that must possess Europe and abuses against humanity.  We then can base Piode form of WD of Europe, shared

democratic council for the use of special technology in the use of other special math program. We create a common political advice that will be kept

for the use of technology for the common peace of the world and ensuring safety, for the protection of our nations and supported by world humanity,

our civilization, by legally intention and JUSTICE cooperation.

We together can we ensure security and removal of each threat, we can ensure freedom for our country and nation. He will never have a chance

against us so abused and robbed. Our cooperation in the direction of a common international sovereignty in European territories is both legal and the

best chance for all of us.

Regarding the theoretical Owned special technology of the policy direction of the country for example, the United States, the Russian Federation, the

Republic of China, maybe another country, then it is necessary to preserve their rights of ownership and use of technology uses. Everyone has the

right to use own technology if the technology is not abuse against humanity. If these government demonstrably not try endanger other country on the

planet and or exploits weapons against the policy, if they do not help for such weapons to predict the future and exploits these information from the

future against us, then everything is okay. These countries have every right to utilize the technology for their own interests and cooperate in the

direction of world politics, according to international law and agreements, cooperation for peace and security.

Today, according to the prophecies of Nostradamus, it is true that a person who uses such technology, they probably have prevented many wars and

conflicts over a number of decades back. Secondly, is it true that they retained their technology in secret against world policy. According to the

prophecies of Nostradamus, this technology should be used for creating strong Wars, the technology that was used as a weapon of global destruction,

strong storms, tornadoes, earthquakes, large sea wave disaster. According to the prophecy, the whole world should be in the war against the owners

of such technology, then the whole world had to fight against the these technology and then use it in their own common benefit. Therefor, this time of

Nostradamus's predict's can be Our future. Today, in reality, the owner of the technology predicted these events, and so he avoided betrayed the

existence and ownership, long time may be.



Therefore, it is best first to create together as a decision to immediately reveal all information about using these technologies. It is true that it is a

necessity. They can regulate the production of your country and industry, tributes population, disease, and many more. It is a danger which can be

any time of the misused against you, maybe also affect your decision and observation.

International decisions is a good solution, it is well to agree on establishing strong sanctions against every country who work with us will not want to

cooperate, because they are the official terrorists against us. Confirmed today, it's good to rely on their own communication without the cooperation

of the United Nations. UN knows many information about special technology, maybe a lot of information about the abuse of such technology against

us. Therefore, the UN supports my blocking and illegal detention of my people in Europe, no human rights and no value, because I know these

information, which may cause the requirements of anti-corruption measures in the UN, a measure that will find a lot of corrupt people at the UN.

Therefore, it is best not to rely on the UN Security Council, because there is a lot of corruption and trying to block international law and justice. As

Great Britain and the United States today support terrorism against the world, the Russian Federation and the Republic of China maybe also supports

such terrorism, because it is a strong need for immediate start cooperation with the UN General Assembly. We must not respond to the blocking of

the UNSC because they are based on terrorism against the whole world, because they support terrorism in Europe and blocks international law and

justice. Terrorism against the world, this information is now full value confirmed. Today, because corruption is in the UNSC, so there are many

possibilities to anytime in the future could be a world war against terrorism. Today, then, no country UNSC does not have any right to decide about

this situation, because we have a much more democratic and JUSTICE rights and freedoms, if we agree together, then we are independent. At the

same time, my suggestion WD of Europe is our strong independence. They'll rob us, because we of competition in the economy and future value for

your country, it is my offer. because they already understand that if you add to my side, then each of us will be highly significant than any country in

the UNSC. Therefore, governments of countries in the UNSC blocks us and rob, they already do many years back. They are abusing their political

values so that they robbed your country, today, and they'll do it anytime in the future. Therefore, we must coopered against this corruption. This is

only one way to common freedom and right, we are is now in slavery from UNSC.

Supplement to the whole letter, in the direction abuse my people, it is necessary to add a little more information to me by Europe maze of my mind

and therefore blocking my mind. This is the information instance in the direction Constitution Wordl Diamond, it is our international sovereignty in

Europe, supported by the right for guided sovereignty. Europe robs me of a lot of information such as a law paragraph of text: Everyone who is

trying to harm or destroy the political function of the whole Sistema WD of Europe politically and running, then such person must be punished as a

world terrorist for trying to damage the alliance on which it depends safety and trying to keep peace in the whole world. The association is intended

to protect and lock in situations when the other units of the Safety dysfunctional and therefore it is necessary to cooperate.

Subsequently, another direction in which Europe is blocking me, it is my right to develop their sovereignty to the position by value, Europe is

blocking me in the direction of my rights and the requirement to create territories ED, ED according to the constitution (the information in the

appendices) will be chosen that territory Madeira, Canary Islands, , Aruba, St. Martin, Curacao, another French islands and other overseas territories

of  European  countries,  countries  that  support  terrorism,  territories  such  as  Antarctica  (With  support  for  climate  agreement  and  international

cooperation). It's just a small island in ocean territory and the weak number of stocks that are value for my person and deserved justice, also under of

my rights and justice.

In the direction of our addiction, I today for you gives you the biggest step in the history of your country at the same time I have my merit.

If anyone of you wanted to protest against my effort, then please understand it is of justice and can not protest against it. At the same time, I asks you

to make you understand my values. You then discover that I am a real person who for the last ten years could unite the entire world, each country's

government on planet Earth. My fair value in the last ten years, according to my plan and my values which I offer for mankind, it is the value of a

strategy that could unify the whole world, the biggest step in the history of mankind. Therefore, several of the islands is not worth the effort to

oppose against me. In any case of any party.

It is a strong global action which concerns also joint efforts to colonize the universe for a distance of several light years from planet Earth. I know

from my childhood technology capable of performing transport to distant universe. It is a technology with the ability to create a transport velocity for

example, 1 light year per hour or too few quadrillion light years per hour. Secondly, I have many plans for the development of civilization on foreign

planets.

Today it is my offer for the whole world bid to create many new common civilization and a good step for development. Soon it will be a significant

opportunity and strong values. Soon it will be possible which is based on the creation of a new direction of humanity. We can extend the human

civilization to distances in space, the multi-million light-years, a lot of smart networks and technology. Is it true that to equivalent space to create a

new civilization in space, it is a space that is greater than the ability of our consumption in the future several thousand years. Planet Earth is for us

close together, so the universe on a distance of several billion light years from Earth, it is for us unimaginable value. Our generation will not be able

to find all the values of the universe of which we are able to know.

For me, these are projects which I know since my childhood, I wanted to use this knowledge for the colonization of other planets and create a new

sovereignty by my constitution. It is on my right and eligible debt from Europe. It's true that I am today had to have multiple planets and expanding



some civilizations on other planets, advanced civilizations and valuable, so I have to these values again all the rights under justice. Therefore, I'll

require the definition of several planets, to generate my sovereignty and government on these planets.

Subsequently, similar rights you may have many other countries around the world. Under my proposal, it is possible to create own premises, territory

on an alien planet and expand territory according to their needs and international cooperation. At the same time, will soon be possible to create

galactic civilization tour boats and spaceships. Ships which are designed for creating civilization in as free space, ships with population of many Tens

milion's on population. These options will be passed as the possibility of a similar form of international marine law, international territory. Therefore,

we create on multiple planets that are new civilization center of international civilization, central of all civilization's. Then, there will be many new

international  civilization  to  which  we  all  leading  joint  sovereignty  of  our  government  to  our  International  civilization.

Before the end of the letter, I, I want to apologize for the possibility of several occasional reaction to any of the bad situation today. I am here in

manipuled the help of hypnosis and I often rigged against you. It is a rigged my people because I have justice and right, I may decide in each

direction of European countries and their future. Many people of Europe must soon appear before the majority of courts around the world, for the

worst punishments in the history of mankind. Therefore, I'm often heavily manipulated and robbed. It is possible that I often we have to use a bad

reaction against you and I'm not allowed to publish the full truth and reality of the situation because it is a reality which would instantly destroyed

European policy.

My suggestion for punishment of such persons is simple. They are in accordance with the values of all the worst people in the history of mankind.

Therefore, my suggestion is truly accountable and responsible for this situation. Each of them JUSTICE deserves such punishment, a punishment

which is symbolic for the future of humanity in the universe. Punishments that which is just punishment for each political parties who supported

terrorism against the world, against humanity!

My suggestion is to create the most powerful atomic bomb. The bomb will be evenly attaching the module to which it closes all political parties who

supported terrorism. Then, the bomb will be shot into outer space away from sistema Solar Sun. Subsequently, the realization burst of a nuclear

bomb that will be in history known as the world move to punish every person who is trying to resist and destroy humanity. WORLD step for better

future of humanity and the world. Collective action that marks our world-class effort to remove them from existence anyone who is in the values of

the largest parasite in human history and against humanity. Our efforts in the future can provide especially peace, security and justice. International

action that will be in future history known as an important step for a better mankind and Strong Warning to anyone who in the future will require re

rob humanity of significant value.

It's a punishment just and full of pride for the people who once JUSTICE and purity of its people.

Regarding the punishment for these people, I would therefore prefer as a first step, to close them to prison for several years, maybe ten years.

Prisoner among the worst crime a person, place where they belong. As for my existence in Europe, my options for life and every day their efforts to

rob me, I would not opted for often a lot of other brutal punishment. They had infected me many bacteria, viruses. Bacteria after that I was sick, flu,

fever, short onset of sleep and loss of energy, strong blood pressure, brief loss of vision, the threat of deafness, inability to communicate normally,

sometimes spasms and shaking in chills, diarrhea sometimes too. Today, I'm here every day has also been under hypnosis, robbed, without the benefit

of any human right. Therefore, I can state with pride in the direction of human rights say that I would let these people a long time to tyrannize and

mutilate it until they do not die after a few years in prison. And you will understand the value of what they stole from your country, values that are up

to a hundred times more valuable than the entire value of your country in history to today, you then you understand that we have the same opinion.

At the same time, I desire to once again highlight the efforts to realize our political partners. Russian Federation, may support Europe and also try to

create pressure on world politics. It is a policy that attempts to slow resolve continuing this crisis and remove your rights to use the value of the

brick. Russian Federation, Ukraine occupies today, probably as a false incident, an incident which is agreed in advance from Europe with Ukraine

and the Russian Federation.

United States long ago re know these details and they worked to support terrorism. Republic of China has expressed support for the direction of the

Russian Federation and Europe. Therefore, it is necessary to realize our Independet against these countries and the weak value of their ilegal offer to

support terrorism, the menu because you have to ilegaly work together against me. These are quotes that can not compare with my offer and normaly

right's, secondly, it is because of quotes you can be at any time in the future and anyone else can begin judicial sue your country of values in a

quadrillion euros, with execution then you can help one of the future strongest countries or secretly political federation's around the world this may

be to say that there are many other countries which today requested cooperation against me. In the future, it may be worth a new European country's

government, not for it's convenient and they can seek justice at the same time, you're against a small member of world politics, a person who is small

and worthless. Look, I offer you the greatest chance in the history of mankind, you often do not support me. Therefore, each from Europe think about

you, that you have no value. My quotes are the values for which many countries' governments will launch a new world war for example. You, on the

contrary, you refuse together to create simple steps. If you are watching today, someone from the government of the country, the Russian Federation,

the United States or from the Republic of China, he then tells himself that you have no political value. Therefore, current occupation Ukraine is

possible to test. They test how to rip you off for territory, because today you can not even defend your country, they soon comes occupy You.



Therefore, we can respond without them, they and their decisions do not have to give us any value. On the other hand, if we jointly agreed, then we

will be able to utilize a large force against the attempted occupation of our country. This means that no country will not seek an illegal act against us

and our freedom. Today the situation is, on the contrary, they block our political and international law. If we unite, we can beat Europe, Russia,

United States, everyone and anyone. We will rapidly stronger. If they will oppose against our rights and justice, we can then use the situation and

take over their territory, according to justice. Therefore, we are of the world and they are only a small force against us together. Therefore, their

nation understand that their government is terrorism. These governments will be a demonstration that the nation is going to hate. Demonstration that

will provoke the world and were each nation country. Each political party which will oppose against us, they will immediately without any value and

strength. they do not know any person who would own interest to collaborate with their party, only a small group of people from their land. Small

group which for a while may be hiding in the mountains. Therefore, they lose political rights and the value of their nation's quick overthrow.

For all nations bargains. They understand that they have a chance to create from their country new international territory, so they immediately starts

strongly protests against terrorism. Only needs for our victory and removing every opposition, it is becoming aware of all information in the media.

Then, we can together to create stability and world safety because nobody will be able to oppose against us. European governments are blocking the

media because of Europe considerable consequence. Europe would immediately lose value, and we can simply occupy territory of Europe together.

Immediately  rising  several  hundred  million  people  who  will  support  us,  then  no  one  will  be  able  to  oppose  Europe  against  us.

They will be quickly destroyed. They had murdered 215 million children. They support the largest terrorism worldwide. They worked against us,

illegal. so they lost from their ground a few quadrillion euro, strong debt which means immediate bankruptcy.  International blocking, interdict

transport, blocking communication. Blocking cooperation in banks, blocking further in the direction of political affairs. My instantaneous create

development  plans and within two years  we  will  overtake most  of the values of these countries are  seeking to promote terrorism against  us.

Therefore, everyone around the world will require every terrorist overthrow the country's government, the government against us. These Acts of

terror government's, they will were small and weak groups that hide themselves from their own nation, they can hide in the mountains or at a secret

location.  We  will  use  my  suggestions  on  security  technology,  we  find  them  in  a  few  hours.  They  can  not  hide  from  us.

If you everyone will support publishing of news in world medial network's, then we immediately get great strength. You are all have all right to

publicly this news and all information of situation today. It may be just one week, and European governments voluntarily ceding, they have no

chance. If they will oppose against us, then they destroy the whole of Europe. Therefore, it is advantageous to listen to our decision. Then, we create

international sovereignty, common agreement by WD constitution of Europe. Subsequently, within one month, we will use the stronger army and

security technology than anyone in the whole world.  No one can make us compromise. We need only a small  step,  realize media and a joint

international conference. After, we can with Justice and all Right, created a new International Sovereignty in Europe.

It's well done immediately. They now have gathered strength against us. They now seek to exploit many resources against us. Today, they tested

against us that could rob us of our territory, in the form of occupation. It is sure that if we do not do it justice today, then they'll do it against you

illegally, anytime in the future. In any way. They can now abusing political values, the value of which is not strong enough against us, against the

whole world. Then, they muse of abusing their armies and special technology or nuclear weapons. Therefore, I am ready, we must compel to have

fear. Use of nuclear weapons, it has serious consequences, these are the consequences that we all must return immediate and more powerful strike

back. Our common and powerful strike that will be retribution and punishment for any attempt to threaten us, threaten any one of us. If we do not

defend himself, then they will destroy us immediately. Our efforts to defend themselves, it is the only way that we might be free. We are able to

achieve the same value in the form of offensive nuclear weapons because they may be afraid to act against us. That means they refuse to take

advantage  of  powerful  weapons  and  threaten  their  survival.  They  shot  at  us  one  rocket,  we  can  fire  hundreds  from  around  the  world.

Secondly, we can use modern technology, my proposal for the creation of safety. Then, they to defeat us in any way they can not. It is a technology

that needs used, for example Kroll process to make a metal of name ,,Tytan'', chemical reactions produced by each raw material for the opening

of ,,Kroll process''. Then, each country's government is able to create several tens of atmospheric gun. It Turbine aircraft powerful versions. The

turbine that can be atmospherically shot to into orbit, then navigated through satellites and satellites together. Then, the turbine will be equipped to

produce its own electric, electric production can produce silver crystal that goes be used to manufacture ammunition. Then firing a bullet from a

height of over 100 and 10,000 kilometers from Earth, charge can take advantage of the destructive power of a strong value meteorite. Together we

will use the ability to produce an example, over 1,000 other gun each week. Guns that are in orbit. Basic description of the gun which in any case

ensure security for our country, before Europe.

Today is the day when Europe created a situation for a new world war. Europe is today able to exterminate over 3/4 of humanity confirmation.

Therefore, we must work together and take advantage of any opportunity, so that we were free. It's the best step for a better future of humanity.

Because there is such a situation, we will be authorized to respond any drastic response. It is a response that stops the outstanding universal value of

humanity, most, mainly global politics and political rights chief value against global terrorism. Therefore, I am ready in such a situation to publish

these information and issue permits for the production of atmospheric gun, allowed that is designed just for this special situation. Guns may in future



be used as a common security armada. Guns in terms of producing its own renewable sources in the laboratory, so we may adopt production across

several thousand every week.

Therefore,  today At the conclusion of the letter, I  will  very much for your time in reading your letter.  I hope that you will  be able to follow

international rules and help us to ensure this problem. Together we can create new and significant steps that are more valuable than any other value

of European politics and civilization. My suggestions are for You really the biggest step in the history of your country, steps that are most valuable to

what you may possess today.  Therefore, I hope that we will be good to work together and help because we could use these precious options.

At the conclusion, I will I add Internet links to much more information in the course of our situation. It's  a reference to direction for political

direction and the opportunity to create stronger security, defense of our country and prosperity, instructions on the use of legal rights and justice.

http://ulozto.cz/xiJkFbbD/common-letter-to-the-representatives-of-the-countries-of-the-united-nations-pdf

Then, if you decide not My Quote for your support of our relationship, I want to ask for you to dismiss supported by my person to freedom. If I will

be at large, then I can freely communicate and develop. I can communicate freely and express their opinions. Therefore, you may have a chance to

communicate with me, and you do not have to listen to the lie against the Europe of our ability. If I will be free, according to the basic instruments of

human rights and in the safe zone, I can then naturally and without blocking communicate and offer you a lot of other possibilities for cooperation.

New possibilities in many ways, many other options which I must not promoted today. Therefore, you can take advantage of, you'll find that I give

you the best deals in the history of your country, who are quotes for your country from time's of start your history and pride what's the most valuable

ever had whilst you so you can understand that I have for you today the most important and valuable man . After the full truth, I am for your country

from time's of start your history and pride today the most valuable man, then when I'm free, then I can bring a lot of new possibilities. Then, you

discover that it is preferable, for example, to destroy europe just ceased to defend our freedom and corporate communication. You will find that the

value of European policies that support terrorism against me and therefore against all of us, they are just parasitic waste that does not deserve any

pride and future of humanity is history will be recognized as the worst inhumane vomiting personalities that need to brutally destroy. Everyone who

joins their side, they will brutally destroyed. They will be hailed as the worst person in the history of mankind.

Therefore, it is always advantageous to support the reality and justice, fair value. You have two options, boost my offer you the best and biggest step

for your country from time's of start your history and pride. Second, to support the European policy and its illegal European alliance foreign, may be

today Russia, USA and more country's who secretly coopered, these are the people who bring you today rob and ridicule you, they are statistically

and confirmed some of the worst people in the history of mankind and their value is only destruction.

If you do not support my re-quotes and to create my sovereignty on planet Earth, for me it's not a problem. I am able to create a different direction,

one from my first plan's to my way in my childhood. It is a direction, one from my first plan's to my way in my childhood to which today has the

right to anyone and it's free affair. Therefore, in any case, I want you to ask for support freedom for my person. That's the most important thing what

I need. The value of freedom which is also important for you and the strong, for you and your country. It's my freedom. I can create a special

technology for transport into space. Then I created a few special technology for the production of spacecraft in space, and consequently I can START

colonization of other planets in the universe who is a few million light-years from planet Earth. It is an option for anyone who has the right. I have

the same right similar to anyone else. For me, it's my old target, direction, one from my first plan's to my way in my childhood too to now, it's my

project which is aged for several years and I have every right. No court, no one must not hinder me and rob me. In this direction that nobody has any

right rob me. Anyone who wants to rob me, he must be brutal punishment in the electric chair. Consequently, I think that we have no problem and we

can respect for common policies and rules. Common policies that you find rapidly more important than common policy with Europe or with other

countries which today are robbing. Then, we will be free and together punish Europe for theft and fraud.

We together are more important than Europe, together we are more important than European politics and we have a legal option to mutually agree.

Today, I am for you the most important person in the history of your country. Already today, I offer you my one small step, a step that is conducted

for the establishment of a common political sovereignty over European territory. It is a step of which is again advantageous for you, one of the

biggest step in the history of your country. For me, the value of my quotes, for me it is only a small step and stupid, told in a simple form, just my

time. Therefore, I urge you to ensure that you can respected my values and supported me. It is to your pride, pride which gives you your nation and

better of future mankind. Thank you for each of your support and I hope that together we can of much better coopered.  Co-operation that is

conducted for the best action in the history of mankind.

If we unite, we can create immediately a strong army and a strong global ebzpeci. We will in no way ohrozoeni. If we want to communicate, then

since the release of The global resolution, three days into the territory of Europe in our sovereignty.

Therefore, I ask for support and efforts to establish mutual communication. The best option for communication is an invitation to the UN center for

communication with countries in the UNGA. It can also be pre-solved problem with my asylum status of the person for Legal verify all testimony

and evidence, the provision of common safety and communications, ensuring a common and strong policy against terrorism.



We can together immediately to ensure stability in the banks and remove the threat of financial crises or other problems with the economy. Any

Government land which will support our collaboration has the option to increase its GDP by a few quadrillion euros confirmation. This may cause

severe, severe fluctuations in the economy and for a time therefore incurs certain blocking.

Therefore, it is again the best your support of my people being released from political prison.

If we spolcime, then anyone who goes against our strength and value, he will not be strong enough that he opposed against us.

We will be independent and free! For us and for our country are important steps. These are steps that will change the future world, the value of our

humanity and civilization. It's a life change and the beginning of a new humanity. Today you are subscribed to one of many new global step. Steps

that goes mark as the most important steps in the history of mankind since the formation of the planet Earth.

Therefore, I hope that you will not be stupid, I hope that you will use this offer and we will promote cooperation.

At the end of the document, I will present you a letter at the same time for terrorist political movements in Europe.

http://media1.webgarden.name/files/media1:5468ff203e223.pdf.upl/Letter%20to%20European%20Policy%20of%20Terrorism.pdf

Today, on the conclusions I will want to wish good luck in the direction of your decision and I hope that together

we will achieve good success. Good luck for the development of world politics, values of humanity and the

development of common civilization, opening many additional, new significant step for mankind, good luck!
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